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! ABSTRACT

This project originated as the result af three major concerns by the DARCOM
Packaging, Storage, and Containerization Center (DARCOMPSCC). These were:
(1) recognized deficiencies in current test methods and material specifications
regarding static charge propensity of packaging materials, (2) responsibility of
DARCOMPSCC in connection with lead service testing where static sensitive
components are being packaged, and (3) actual experience by the Naval Sea
Systems Command involving failures of low-voltage printed circuit boards
(PCB).

Accomplishment of the project required the initial development of an "in-package
performance" test procedure so that realistic simulations of transit, storage,
and handling conditions could be achieved as a determinant of the reasons for
the Navy-experienced failures. The failures had been occurring despite the use
of intimate wraps of static-free cushioning material within desiccated sealed
bags.

Successful establishment of the new procedure showed that static charge buildup
was possible within the Navy's packs. It further showed that compliance with

* current specifications involved with electrostatic materials does not guarantee
" safety from electrostatic hazards always present in the distribution cycle.

Where packaging materials do not benefit from the availability of direct ground-
ing paths, some of the current common materials produced results equivalent
or better than some of those claimed to be static free.

* A packaging procedure is recommended for Navy's immediate use involving the
use of opaque black conductive polyolefin in an intimate bag configuration

* enclosing low-voltage PCBs and cushioning protection utilizing transparent pink
hexagonal shaped material, and negating the use of desiccant unless absolutely
necessary.

This project was the initial phase of a two-part project; the second phase to
address additional static-free materials, singly and in combination; and, the
achievement of further refinements in the "in-package performance" procedure

* encompassing conditioning and more precise static voltage measurement using
pack resonance concepts and ,ariable humidity levels.
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1. Introduction.

_ r the past several years, DARCOMPSCC has been concerned with
the appropriateness of test methods for determining the in-package performance
of static-sensitive components and the required associated packaging materials.
These fears were prompted by two developments which have occurred simulta-
neously over a previous minimum 10-year period. The first has been the greatly
accelerated usage of plastics in all forms for packaging; the second being the
steadily increasing complexity and miniaturization of solid state electronic

* components. Regarding the latter, generally, the smaller the part, the less
* power it can dissipate, the thinner the insulating layers, and the more suscep-

tible it is to static degradation. This sensitivity can produce immediate
* destruction of the component (whether alone or assembled into circuits) or it

can allow damage which is not detectable until a later time when failure
eventually occurs. Static-sensitive components include MOS, CMOS, FET,
junctions, bi-polar and microwave diodes, and thick film precision resistors.

- The static charge itself may be produced by in-transit vibration which causes
movement of both the item and intimately applied packaging materials both
within unit packs and from outside sources. Static sources include the full
range of the newer plastic packaging materials as well as packaging, handling,

", and user personnel associated with the life cycle of military components. Even
the older, more common packaging materials (i.e., barriers, wraps, cushioning,
and tapes) cannot be excluded as a potential static source.

b. Over this corresponding period of time, a number of specifications
were either newly developed or modified in an attempt to offer static-free
packaging materials which would serve as barriers against both the creation
and the passage of static discharge to sensitive packaged components. In
support of these documents, requirements and tests were developed geared
primar±L to the evaluation of flat samples of the q-iestionable material.
Unfortunately, such testing, although well-meaning, offered the user a false

*. sense of security. This testing was intended to measure the speed with which
an applied static charge on a material dissipates through an excellent ground
path. In other words, the test charge was either perfectly held or perfectly
freed. Between the two conditions, the time is measured as decay time and is
considered the final indicator of static-free performance. Such a perfect set of
conditions obviously does not exist within a package. Instead, various leakage

* paths are in evidence based on the combinations of materials inherent in the
packaging method. In-package test methods therefore should be considered as
a second and important supplemental step in determining thr true effects of
static charge on packaged components.

c. Aside from the previous realization of a need for static charge test
methods improvement, this project was prompted essentially in response to the
Naval Sea Systems Command regarding observed failures in shipments of low-
voltage printed circuit boards. This damage was occurring despite the prescribed
use of static-free packaging materials. Complete background in connection with
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": this problem is referenced in this report as appendix A. The major objectives
of this project were therefore established to:

(1) Evaluate specific Navy packaging methods currently prescribed for
the problem PCBs.

(2) In accomplishing (1) above, develop a new test procedure which

would improve reliability in simulating in-package performance.

(3) Determine the effect of desiccant in packaging methods dealing with
static-sensitive components.

(4) Recommend appropriate changes to documents containing requirements
* for various static-free materials.

d. To accomplish the above, new concepts in test apparatus and systems
" had to be established to simulate transit and storage conditions. This project

does not address the potential corrosive hazards which may exist with certain
of the specially treated or constructed static-free materials.

4.

e, There is certainly a wealth of information available identifying the
"- hazards of static discharge. Such static awareness is fine where it culminates

in remedial action against these effects. This has been accomplished effectively ,-

in areas of manufacturing of sensitive components. This project, however,
. based on its in-package emphasis, had to address essentially untried principles,
- since remedial actions were not available for the critical path from ,ackager to

".user where components are electrically "floating" with varying degree, of
isolation. Discuss on within this project report will therefore intentionaliy
refrain from unnecessary repetition of very tecA,,,Acal data available from many

differ sources. Analysis of component damage through the use of electron
microscopes does not assist this project in the quest for causes of In-transit
and storage deficiencies.

2. Discussion.

a. Preliminary• It is only necessary to realize that the generation of
static charges can be attributed to contact (rubbing) between a variety of
dissimilar surfaces.* This has resulted in observations in the form of the
triboelectric series. This series lPsts various materials which exhibit

= different degrees or tendencies in retaining positive or negative static charges. v b
*Those materials which are furthest &part in the series generate the greater
,' static charge. Most of the newer plastics, to include laminates, have a higi

propensity to negative charge; whereas human hair tends to be highly positive.
Thus, as most of us have observed, rubbing of most plastics on the body will
cause the hair to stand up on the skin. In actuality, a person walking across
a carpet can generate from 10,000 to 40,000 volts. Walking across vinyl tile
can generate 4,000 to 15,000 volts. The variables in these cases, of course,
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are the degree of rubbing or scuffing during walking, the relative humidity,
composition of the shoes, and the kind of clothes worn. A relationship can be
directly established in considering such buildup in packaging through transit
vibration, materials in intimate contact, humidity levels within sealed barriers,
and the kind of container utilized. Corona discharge1 is another important
factor in static charge propensity discussion. This effect results when a charge
is dissipated through the air to a receptor. Relating this to our example of
walking across a carpet, it can be recalled by most of us as the zap which
occurs when our hand nears a doorknob. Without actually touching the knob,
we felt the discharge and, in fact, could actually see it under darkened conditions.
Again, a relationship exists where a package is exposed to a static discharge
occurring in close proximity to the outer portion of the container, pouch, or bag.
Essentially, these relationships established the testing methods which were
adopted for this project. During the course of these tests, it is necessary to
understand that 30-50 volts are sufficient to damage certain components. As
stated previously, much data are available in this area and this voltage level is
accepted for purposes of this project based on consensus opinions of manufac-

*turers. However, voltages actually obtained through application of the two test
methods in this report should only be considered in a comparative manner for
determination of static charge propensity.

b. Test preparation. The instrumentation, environmental conditions, and
simulated package configurations were based entirely on the considerations in
a.above as well as the specific concerns cited by the Navy. Four variables were
chosen as those which would be closely controlled. These were temperature,

Shumidity, vibration, and standard outer pack materials. In the case of the latter,
. some materials changes were made to detect the overall effect of such changes.

Figure I identifies the total setup to include the environmental chamber. Figures
2 and " provide more detailed views of the recoraing means used in the tests to
follow. It should be noted that appendix B identifies the total listing of instru-
mentation and associated materials with specific references to individual
components.

(1) Environmental. Within the standard temperature/vibration facility
(ref 13, app B), steps were taken to'also control humidity at low levels to
insure an atmosphere conducive to testing for static charge propensity. This

- was effectively achieved with both static and dynamic dehumidification.
Statically, 560 units of desiccant were placed in a "bed" isolated from the
vibration table surface (see ref 14, app B, and fig 4). Dynamically, inlet and4
outlet portions of a dehumidifier (ref 11, app B) were channeled through an

I* access port of the chamber. Using this technique, and following an approximate

-For purposes of this report, corona discharge does not involve methods of

air ionization; but only the presence of a static charge voltage detected in the
vicinity of a high voltage plate.

3
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Figure 1. Complete environmental
and instrumentation setqP.

I ri~

Figure 2. Chart reco~rder for
static charge buildup during

vibration.

Figure 3. Console for all types
of static charge testing.
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Figure 4. Desiccant bed and
dynamic dehumidification

system (note arro~w).

* Figure 5. flumnidity Lld1.citor
showing between V~ a'.,d

20X% RHI.

Figure 6. General view of test
facility showing pack, hold-

down for vibration, and area
for specimen conditioning.
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Figure 7. Portion of
instrumentation for testing in
accordance with Method 4046

and as high voltage switch
for testing packs.

719

Figure 9. Hand-held static
gun, 10,000 volts maximum.

PcucR. Highi voltagr,
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2 days of chamber operation, a relative humidity (RH) was achieved ranging
from 15 to 20 percent. With this humidity level and a constant vibration/
temperature parameter of 28 Hz/1000 F., excellent conditioning means were
available. Figure 5 shows a typical RH reading (ref 9, app B). More accurate
readings were maintained using an electronic hygrometer (ref 10, app B).
Vibration was remotely controlled at the chart recorder and was imposed at
designated times during the total test procedure. Figure 6 provides a general

*view of the relationship and placement of the tested packs within the
• .environmental facility.

(2) Static charge sources. Aside from the anticipated buildup of stati
charge caused by vibration conditioning (triboelectric), means were availa.
for simulating corona discharge. Figure 7 shows a standard electrostatic t

.'" chamber identical to the requirements referenced in Method 4046 of FTMS 1,,
*' For purposes of this project, the facility was used as a high voltage switch in

connection with a dielectric tester (ref 5, app B, and fig 8). A hand-held static
gun was used to neutralize package static charge conditions prior to vibration
imposition (ref 5, app B, and fig 9).

(3) Static charge sensor. The most effective means for sensing the
*: presence of static charge within packs was determined after many trials using

specially constructed capacitive sensors, i.e., conductive plates separated
* by teflon insulators. The problem was that such a configuration does not

simulate, in this case, a printed circuit board with Its inherent variety of com-
ponent shapes and characteristics. For these reasons, actual printed circuit
boards were used and wired such that the boards themselves detectud l-tatic
charge voltages. The PCB sensor selected for use is shown in figure 10. The
output was connected through shielded cable to the input of the electrometer
(ref 2 :p B) which in turn provided the output to the chart recorder (ref 1, app B).
Outpu. ,as also provided to a storage oscilloscope; this presentation was used

* primarily for corona discharge observations (ref 3, app B). Also, for this latter
discharge test, a 4-inch by 6-inch plate was isolated from the tested packs
(fig 11). This plate was made from standard 1/16-inch thick circuit board
material with copper facing. A high voltage lead was soldered to the center of p-
the outside plate face and attached to the static switching chamber (fig 12).

c. Tested materials. To insure initially that only one variable exists
*during subsequent materials testing, a standard fast pack was chosen as the

-* outer pack. This pack, identified as NSN 8115-00-101-7647, was of appropriate
dimension for containing the PCB sensor. Also, the convoluted polyurethane -

offered opportunity for reduced effects which might be anticipated due to
different tested material thicknesses causing tightness of the total pack. The
standard fiberboard used was W5c. Later testing, however, addressed the use
of conductive corrugated fiberboard as a replacement sleeve for the standard
(fig 13). Where feasible, all tested materials were sealed as bags enclosing -S
the sensor. Figures 14 through 17 show representative preparations for testing
a variety of these materials. Also tested were polystyrene and polyethylene

7
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foams a!s 6uostitutes for the convoluted polyurethane. Figure 18 shows the
required configuration for these tests. For ease of materials referencing,
appendix C provides complete descriptions of the tested materials. Direct
mentioning jF matnufacturer's. trade names serves no useful purpose for this
project since the primary intent is to be able to differentiate between material
structures which have been developed to provide antistatic properties. Where
materials have exhibitted Drier coniliance to specifications, this reference is
further indicated.

di. TCLmethod .The do7,tfe2 method for actual testing includes a
number o-f prfecautions whict. lv e t e-n so that final results for the various

K.materials could be used for vtaic'~ ou mpari sons. The Navy's concern for the
*effects of desiccated PCB pack tja,: accounted for through the controlled

humidity chamber. This siraulated the humidity condition which could be
* anticipated within sealed bags. Other checks included the consistent place-
*ment of the bagged sensur for each test sequence, and the use of several runs

to verify the "footprint" of a,.-h mnateril combination. The method itself has
d1ru idy eo--n idctntified thnough discussion in b ard c above. However, the
0zfimlil.r s'eqlu'--e of steps for vibration conditioning and data recording are

c. :_., using solected materials for test.

(.) )riiorc'L Or lion the pack], for 5 minutes, with sensor ungrounded
to':enmtr

(3 y~t~jI 20 ~o o: seier-t scale for test sequence to

~ ,........~r, -sirality of pack using the
)n if v ieing the static gun. Once

* , ~ i'<~~xt rc.o grounded to electrometcr.

lr~O ro~';'m fromr sensor (md operate chart
Q( plot length of 240 mm was selected).

* . ,.l~ 2 .1 orv leedoff . if any, for an

F. 7: 2; tc- -it t setting of 10, 000 volts;
2 i~ .. v n sensor.

14 t~v h r, it -,Ir.ii:J~ on L ie- orrect scales or using
4 Wo harr<'.~. . ~ :;t 8 ,switch the 10,000 volt__
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Figure 10. Actual circuit

board used as electrometer
sensor.

* Figure 11. A detail view of the
high-voltage charge plate.I I-

Figure 12. View showing the
relationship of charge plate to

the tested packs (plate
maintained 3/8 of an inch from

sleeve outer surface.1, .I
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Figure 13. Two different
materials used as fast pack
sleeves during testing; ther

first, conductive fiberboard;
the second, a standard W5c

fiberboard.

Figuiro 14. Srmsor I-ea led in
* C~~~flduan iv 11 1 w ied in

insert as; ,r A 7,1 f-ist pc ck

coritainet.

Figure 15. Sensor sealed in
tested antistatic cushioned

bag.
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Figure 16. Sensor sealed in
common barrier bag material.

Figure 17. Sensor sealed in
experimental metallized

* material.

Figure 18. Sensor sealed in
common cushioning material

and placed in polystyrene foam
cushion inserts as part of a

fast pack, Polyethylene foam
also used as substitute.
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(10) Record the voltage magnitude and shape seen by the sensor within
the pack.

It should be noted that steps 8, 9, and 10 were conducted in all cases where
significant changes were anticipated in the shape of the bleed-off path; i.e.,
use of conductive outer materials or different cushioning. Figure 19 identifies
voltage reference checks using two different methods; one a direct technique
using a direct current input voltage and the other an indirect technique using
the detector head supplied with the electrometer. It is seen that good correlation
exists between the two methods. This proven calibration was used in determi-
nation of voltage magnitudes in all of the recorded tests.

e. Test results. Test data were gathered using the method identified in
* d above. As discussed earlier, various material combinations were tested

starting with a single bag material tested in conjunction with a standard fast
pack container. Recordings for this sequence are presented as figures 20
through 32. Figure 33 identifies the use of a conductive plastic ribbon ground-

* ing strap secured to both surfaces of a special metallized material classified
as material F. Figures 34 through 38 represent results obtained from the

-* substitution of polystyrene foam for the standard fast pack polyurethane.
Figure 39 uses a polyethylene foam substitute. For figures 40 through 42, con-
voluted polyurethane is again used while the standard sleeve has been replaced
with a conductive fiberboard. Figures 43 through 45 provide static charge
buildup effects where various materials are used in intimate contact and
surrounding the simulated item. For these readings, selection of material com-
binations were dependent upon their performance to that time on an iidividual
basis. Thus, conductive fiberboard was again selected as a substitute for the
standard. For purposes of this analysis, comparisons are first made within
the gro,)s just mentioned. Finally, identical mdterials within each group are
compai, -. It should be noted that voltage magnitudes are relatively low
particularly during static buildup testing. Howevr,, these values are useful
when used for comparison purposes between materials within each group. Of
particular significance is the status of the static charge buildup once the
vibration is removed (bleed-off). Since the packs are not perfectly isolated,
the assumption would be that a truly static-free material would release an
assumed low level of static charge through this imperfect path. In the case of
high voltage discharge, this path is quite readily defined due to the higher
voltage seen by the sensor.

13
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(1) Single material static-free standard fast pack. Of the claimed or
proven static-free materials, materials A and D proved to have the most

* desirable antistatic properties. In the case of material A, a very low level of
static charge buildup was evidenced. Application of vibration actually neutral-

ized a very small negative charge within the pack. Once the vibration was
removed, the pack returned to this small charge. In some of the recordings, at
this point, it is significant to note that within 5 to 10 seconds of vibration
removal, static charge buildup occurred prior to release.* This effect was
caused by the vibration table frequency reaching pack resonance as It came to a
complete stop. This resonance caused an increase in the rubbing action between

* materials for a short time. Material D evidenced negligible charge buildup.
* Materials C and E exhibited similar performance during buildup to a fairly low

voltage level. However, material C released this charge completely whereas
material E did not. Material F showed the next highest level of voltage buildup
with only a slight tendency to release this charge during the test Interval.

* - Material G produced the highest voltage level also with a slight tendency to

rees the charge.

(2) Single material, "common," standard fast pack. Of the common
packaging materials tested, material p showed the least tendency for static
buildup. Materials n and q were next most desirable with materials s, o, t,

*and m following in that order. Insofar as release of the charge, materials p
and q showed a slight tendency toward this effect.- Material t exhibited no
change while materials m, n, o, and s showed an actual increase in static

* charge buildup following removal of vibration.

(3) Triboelectric effect tab' for (1) and (2) above.* As a summary of the
results for both common and o.imed or proven static-free materials, the
following table Is provided for comparison in the order of desirability for use

. ".- *

with static-charge sensitive components.

-4dir erbll designation Buildup Release

D - Conductive black polyolefin Excellent Excellent
A - Hexagonal pink polyethylene Very good Very good

C - Transparent pink polyethylene Very good Very good

p - Single face corrugated Very good Good

E - Opaque coated baridr Good Fair

n - MIL-B-121 barrier Good Fair
q - Cohesive corrugated Good Fair
s - Polyethylene foam pouch Fair Poor
o - MIL-B-131 barrier Poor Poor.
t - Packaging machine film laminate Poor Poor

m - Bubble plain polyethylene Poor Poor

F - Transparent metallized laminate Poor Poor

G - Opaque foil laminate Poor Poor
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(4) Corona discharge effect (1) and (2) above). All of the tested packs
for (1) and (2) above exhibited similar characteristics regarding their shielding

• -ability against an external 10 Kv charge with some exceptions. In general,
j. the slope and time duration of the static charge release path can be analyzed
- to provide the following ranking:

Material description Time duration '-

D 120 microsec
t 34 sec
A 35 sec
E 38 sec
C 39 sec
p 44 sec
q 45 sec
n 48 sec
s 48 sec
F 52 sec
0 62 sec
m 64 secp
G 72 sec

All of the packs experienced a static charge in the range of 12 to 17 volts.
However, in the case of material D, most of this charge was given up in 120
microseconds versus a time range for the other materials from 34 to 72 seconds.

(5) Ground ribbon fast pack. With a conductive polyolefin ribbon attached
to the outside surface of ma,:rial F (presumably with a conductive metal additive),
the material showed some improvement in resistance to static buildup over that
indicated in (1) above. However, ability to release the charge showed no improve-
ment. With an identical ribbon attached to the inside surface, charge polarity was
reversed and the magnitude of buildup reduced to a good level similar to that of
materials E and n in (1) above. Regarding high voltage discharge effect, voltage
evidenced by the sensor was greatly reduced where a conductive strap is attached
to the material F inside surface.

(6) Single material, modified fast pack (polystyrene), Of the common and
static-free materials selected for this test, the following table is developed for
triboelectric effect:

S
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Material designation Buildup Release

D Excellent Excellent
o Very good Good
B Very good Fair
A Very good Fair
s Good Fair
o Good Fair
m Fair Poor
F Poor Poor

It can be seen that this table compares well with that for the standard fast pack,
particularly as regards the ranking. However, materials A and C demonstrated

- significantly less ability to release the static charge buildup. Conversely,
materials s, o, and m showed improved ability in this area. Testing for high
voltage effect was limited to materials C, D, and F. Times for charge dissipation
were greatly reduced from that of the standard fast pack for Materials C and F,
while material D permitted a somewhat lower value, i.e., 9 volts versus 12 volts.
The significant point in these tests was the observed change in slope and there-
fore the release path produced by the substitution of polystyrene cushions for
the convoluted polyurethane.

(7) Single material, modified fast pack (polyethylene). Only two materials
were tested for triboelectric effect. Materials F and G had demonstrated the

* poorest antistatic characteristics to this point. However, material G improved
significantly in the area of static buildup. Material F, on the other hand, showed
further poor characteristics in all areas.

(8) Single material, stan,,ard fast pack, conductive sleeve. Of the selected
materials for testing of triboelectric effects with the altered fast pack, the
following rankings apply:

Material designation Buildup Release

D Excellent Excellent
F Very good Very good
B Very good Fair O
n Fair Fair
m Poor Poor

The only significant change noted in this table is the greatly improved per-
formance of material F in both buildup and release characteristics. For purposes 0
of the high voltage checks, the material B test was recorded on the storage
oscilloscope since it had not been performed in (4) above. Time duration for the
release would have ranked it just below material C at 43 seconds. Voltage levels
were actually higher for materials F and m at 28 and 43 volts respectively.
However, the release time for material F was significantly faster than material m.
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(9) Combination materials, standard fast pack, conductive sleeve. As a
summary of the results for various material combinations of both claimed and
proven static-free materials, the following table is provided (material closest
to the sensor is indicated first):

Material designation Buildup Release.

F/D Very good Excellent
A/D Very good Very good
r/D Very good Fair
A/D/o Good Fair
m/D Poor Poor
o/D Poor Poor

This test showed the effect of placing another material within a proven static-
* free bag; i.e., conductive black polyolefin. The results indicated that the

individual performance of material D was only slightly sacrificed, whereas the
combination with material F improved the release characteristics of that
material. Where a MIL-B-131 was used over a combination of materials A and
D, some degradation in their performance was noted. Very high levels of voltage
were noted in most combinations when corona discharge tests were conducted;
the range being from 48 to 54 volts. Combination F/D exhibited a level of only

' 26 volts. Of the remaining, most rapid release was obtained from A/D/o and
A/D in that order.

(10) Combination in .erials. standard fa-st pack. As a potential packaging
procedure for the Navy's low vo' aqe PCBs, a pack was tested using material D
inclosed first in material A second in material m. No desiccant was used.
Results were identical to that obtained in (3) above in either combination D/A
or D/m. Characteristics were the same for either triboelectric effect or corona
discharqe. However, in handling the pack (while being monitored by the electro- S
meter) and opning of the material D bag within the outer material wrapping,
charge buildup was significantly higher from personal contact where material m
was used. This was assumed to be a good simulation of the actions which could
be expected when the item is taken out for usage.

3. Conclusions.

a. The test procedure adopted for these project tests proved to be quite
reliable, and allowed for excellent comparisons between both common and
static-free materials. These comparisons were significant in that they more
closely duplicatid the anticipated effects associated with real-world package •
handling conditions, i.e., floating packs without benefit of grounding straps.
Improvement is certainly possible in areas of controlled isolation of tested
materials as well as in the testing of a greater number of material combinations.
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b. The use of a desiccated and dehumidified chamber provided an excellent
conditioning atmosphere which both simulated sealed desiccated bag conditions
and offered a conducive environment for the buildup and release of static charge
within and without the tested packs. Such an approach was prompted by the
Navy's concern for the packaging of PCBs.

c. Method 4046, FTMS 101, requires extensive improvement to encompass ,
an "ir.-Package performance test" similar to that used in this project; or it should
be supplemented by such an approach. Certainly, Method 4046 can be considered
an indicator of anticipated performance but final acceptance of claimed antistatic
properties must be further verified as with the testing accomplished herein.

d. Difficulties with Method 4046 and the primary specification for
materials, MIL-B-81705, include test instrumentation problems, decay time
limits, and the method by which flat samples are "perfectly" charged and then
"perfectly" discharged. The latter does not provide complete data for static
charge propensity determinations and obviously does not consider triboelectric
effects of material combinations.

e. The use of the adopted test procedure has confirmed that damage may
occur to low voltage PCBs both through triboelectric effects and corona dis-
charge. This may occur despite the use of static-free materials qualifying with
existing Governmcnt specifications. The use of certain of these static-free

: materials therefore provides a false sense of security.

f. Specifically, the Navy's packaging procedure, wherein the PCB is
l intimately wrapped with a layer of trinsparent pink hexagonal shape cushioning

material, may permit sufficie"- ,At-c charge levels to reach the item during
either transit or storage. Such. -vels would be dependent upon vibratory con-

* ditions which may exist in transit or upon proximity of PCB packs to high static
charge srurces in these handling modes. The use of desiccant may certainly
amplify po :, ible static buildup due to the conducive dry condition within the
sealed bag.

g. Opaque electrically conductive polyolefin was shown to have
excellent properties in both resistance to static charge buildup and the time
duration in which applied charges are held. However, comparable levels of I_
static voltages were evidencr -1 in the test results when corona discharge tests
were conducted.

h. Common packaging materials exhibited similar or better performance
than certain claimed static'free materials. Paper materials performed as well
or better than some of the metallized or foil-type laminate materials.

i. The transparent pink film and hexagonal shape cushioning materials
wen fairly consistent in their performance where one outer material is changed:
polystyrene, polyethylene, or conductive fiberboard. Where the transparent

4 44 -
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gray nickel-coated laminate is used in conjunction with another static-free
material, its properties are greatly enhanced. Individually, however, it
exhibits poor performance.

j . The use of conductive fiberboard appears to be inconclusive at this
time except as a method for obtaining improved properties from the material
cited in I above.

k. Insofar as an acceptable substitute for the Navy's low-voltage PCBs,
the use of a conductive black polyolefin bag intimately protecting the item
showed excellent protection.. Where cushioning protection is necessary, the
use of a surrounding wrap of transparent hexagonal shape material provides some
prevention against static discharge during handling by the user. The use of
desiccant, in a pack of this type, of course, increases the danger of damage at
the time of opening.

4. Recommendations.

a. The adopted "in-package performance" test procedure should be
investigated for improvement in controlled isolation of packs and the generation

of greater voltage magnitudes. The latter may be achieved through a search
in vibratory frequency until pack resonances are obtained, this capability not
being available with the chamber utilized.

b. With the improvement in a.above, further testing should be conducted
using various material c-'mbtnations. DARCOMPSCC should also monitor results
of the many newer static-free maerials which can be anticipated iri the future to
include the complete variety" _,i: conductive container materials which are coming
into accelerated usage.

c. Action should be taken to request improvement in the type of instrumen-
tation utilized for Method 4046, FTMS 101. In connection with this, an
evaluation should be requested of MIL-B-81705 with a major objective being the
incorporation of an "in-package performance" test procedure similar to that used
in this project.

d. For purposes of the Navy's packaging of low-voltage PCBs, packaging
prescriptions should be chan,. d to identify the use of intimate protection
achieved by a conductive black polyolefin bag with the addition of a transparent

,- hexagonal shape cushioning wrap. Desiccant, unless proven to be necessary
by the item manager, is not recommended.

e. Phase II of this project should address a, b, and c above with the
addition of variable humidity control for determining overall effects on static
voltage buildup.
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APPENDIX A

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Washington, DC 20362
IN REPLY REFER TO
05D23 1/AVA
4030
Ser 114

From: Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command 21 Dec 1979

To: Director, Defense Army Readiness Command

Subj: Test & Evaluation (T&E) of Packaging (Barrier and Desiccant) Materials

Ref: (a) DoD Joint Regulation, Packaging and Materials Handling,
Lead Activities for Testing Packaging Materials and
Processes, NAVMATINST 4030.8, DARCOM Regulation 700-17 F
of 27 April 1978

(b) Proposed MIL-STD-XXX, Electrostatic Discharge Control
Program for Electrical and Electronic Parts, Assemblies
and Equipment (Excluding Electrically Initiated Explosive
Devices) of 15 October 1979

:" 1. By reference (a), the U.S. Army Development and Readiness Command
. Packaging, Storage and Containerization Center (DARCOMPSCC) is assigned

the lead activity for subject matter.

2. Electronic sensitive devices uch as printed circuit (PC) cards, that may
be damaged from electrostati .;harges are packaged in antistatic free barrier
materials or bags conforming to the requirements of specification MIL-B-81705
or MIL-B-117, Type I, Class A, Style E. In some applications additional
protection is provided by the use of desiccant, MIL-D-3464, Type II. The

*packaging concepts comply with the requirements of Military Standard MS 90363,
. Sheet 4 of 10 and 9 of 10.

3. Appendix I, Table 1-1 to reference (b) provides a listing of electrostatic
discharge sensitive (ESDS) parts catagorized by part type and their sensitivity
range. Recent information on low voltage PC boards which are electrostatic
sensitive are found to be unsalisfacory for use. One of the reasons given for
the possible device failures ii the use of desiccant in the packaging concept.

4. It is requested that tests be performed on the paragraph 2 packaging
*1 concepts to determine (a) the minimum and maximum voltages that may generate

within the package, (b) the relative humidity within the package, and (c) the
need for desiccant for protection of electrostatic sensitive items.

/s/ J. B. Alfers
J. B. ALFERS
By Direction
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_____Appendix A--Continued7

1 . 1Iterns shall be cleaned in accordance with process C- I of NiL.P.l 16. and shall be ps.kaged in
accordance with the applicable nar rative instructions of this standard and the speclii instructions
identified by a Dash Number.

a. For items under I10-pounds. inside dimensions of the completed package shelf not tezeed the
corresponding dimensions of the base Item by more than 1/2-inch. Addition of I 2in,-h to length
or width of -2 packages for desiccant is permittled.

b. For items over 10-pounds, pads, cells or die cuts fabricated from domestic flberboiri corn-
plying with PPP-F.320 shall be added as required to provide an even distribution of wcigzht and a
compact nofl4hlflitlg load.

2. Items coated with a preservative shall be wrapped with barrier material conforming to NIIL-D-
22191. Type 11 and secured with pressure sensitive tape.

3. Unless otherwise specified by the applicable dash number, the items shtall be cushioned with
cushioning materials complying with onc of the following specifications: PPP.C.-95. Class 1.
PPP-C-1842, PPP.C-1752. Types 1, If. IlI, IV and V or PPP-C.1797. Apply sufficient number of
wraps to obtain stated cushioning thickness.

ITEM WEIGHT RANGE CUSHIONING THICKNESS
(POUNDS) - (INCHES)

I or less 1/4
Over I but les than 5 112
Over 5 but less than 10 34
OVcr 10 bt;. :L -Fs an ! 5
Over IS but less than 25 1i 2
Over 25 but less than 40
Over 40 but less than 55 2-1
Over 55 bt less thtan 70 3
Over 70 through, 100 3-I Z

4. Bo\, I-ibcfboard flial! conform to PI'P.B-630. Iype CE or SI'. St'. I OPF shall i.sd inr
clc~ trkic circuit bo,t.Js and other flat items. Box for itemns sseighing 40 pounds o~r r,...-! halI be
k is s x%.atltcr-resistan!

I \.ejption Itcutt %%i' bare dirne'twi nf less. than 3" x 2.1 1' % 1-1 :- ma% a. e d be
;p.ikaged in mtial e,!Qed or ~'paperhoard hoxes (full teles.,pe !%Pei coK ing to

PiPl.B-665 or PPP-B.& t,

Tap - shall conf.:-- PPP-1 4.-. Jp 11,I.Clis'. I (Sti ippabitfo iir. 1k -a- bo! -PPF-B.6-
ijrid PIT'. T A~0 for m, :I. "ec d and w till) piperboard ooxes0(PP.B-66;. PP-B-67b,.

' i tents lih reqttircd one on thkc b zr-n d the other (in the fihe rboa2_ t :'. larkills
'di ' . %III -Sr 1) 1 2 ) amid nar~nformiat shall be a, tollo%%~s

*\a'!.'ilil stock N\ I oc-al (,iiii1ol No. OAI 220-00-0-5c6
V i t vi;w or Pat \ \ lien al+- 2h 443 10 1

\ menclature Amplititer
1 ' I I -'1 in d 0oi; 1~ I_: t\In VI 0 SP..LT 10: ' - % at

( on''Jo fir Ol, \000142 -1 I-
IuNiintacturerr N. - ABC Comnpar.L_

Wj seri.A' No. (WhenI J;-io 1'; Serial No. -

e'J,, of Preservar;.r : 1 9
lielf Life Marktngs Ii 1,k: scc NI I ' 11) 1> __.E

In addition toit' .,kti life\,t.l k %Nininiher (\S\ I , l-.,'al lr\ nbe
i(N, PICN. etc ) L i iil on )i, edI the binn% and smtncr :i: tainer

Heiiin fir NRFI Iw i t\,t Retd 1, 1,qi ) 0iall be mnarked ()n uppej rminin h n -v

0 %tIiin'ril uinit pamckau 1 wn j,coldallnce %tl it% l\ l~oldmd %hall alna% *c ue ked i -en a I

le,1111ii lt' "11:N '..i.:! i - Jv . %. iii 11inrnicint, .i~ i.. n Re t ri

,: -- l. j. 03!*W" s~. inR* STANDARD
:itt;hioning for Spe'cial, - - --
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J PTLITCLASS

STD-726 Code -*P-116

MIL-SD76Cd MIL-16

Dash No. Table I Ic Method of Preservation

-1 GQ IA-8

I. Pins, knobs, and other sharp protrusions shall be protected with caps, plugs, connector coven,
- rigid foam plastic (MIL.P.26514) or fiberboard (PPP.F.320).

s2. re heat sealed aluminum foil laniina bags conforming to Type I or II. Class E, Style I or
Type 1, Clas F, Style I of MIL-B. 117.

3. Marking of electromagnetic sensitive items only, such as solid state devices (diodes, transistors.
integrated circuits and microcircuits) and/or electronic modules, circuit boards and equipment
corr.poaents in which solid state devices are incorporated. Use two sensitive electronic items
labels of MIL.SfD-129 (2" x 2" or less) as specified fur intermediate packages - oiac oi Lh; bj
and one on the fiberboard box.
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!- ..... Appendix A--Continued

+, " " IFED. $UPCLA ,.

MI L-STD-726 Code MIL-P-11
Dash No. Table t ic Method of Preservation

-2 GR l.'

1. Pins, knobs and other sharp protrusions shall be protected wit caps, plugs, connector covers,
rigid foam plastic (MIL.P-26514) or fiberboard (PP-F.320). 7.

2. Desiccant shall conform to MIL-D-3464, Type 11.

3. Ileat sealed aluminum foil lamina barrier bags shall conform to Type I or II, Class E. Style I
of MIL-B 117.

4. Marking of electromagnetic sensitixe items only, such as solid state devices (diodes. transistors,
integrated circuits and mi rocircuits) and/or electronic modules, circuit boards and equipmentlb
components in which solid state devices are incorporated. Use two sensitive electronic items
labels of MIL-STD-1 29 (2" x 2* or less) as specified for intermediate packages one on the bag
and one on the fiberboard box.
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JkV.AAAJ.- oUA.kIL

MIL-STD-726 Code MIL-P-1 16
Dash No. Table I Ic Method of Preservation

-3 GP ic- I

1. Pins, knobs and other sharp protrusions shall be protected with caps, piueg, connector covrs,
<t rigid foam plastic (MIL-P.26514) or fiberboard (PPP.F-320).

2. Use. transparent barrier bag conforming to Type I, Class C, Style 2 of MIL.B.1 17 (Do not use
far field force sensitive electronic items).
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-Appendixc A-Continued .

P ft Wsii A
S11

M IL-STD-726 Code MIL-P*116
Dauh No. Table lI c Method of Prsvation

-4 FX

1. Protect sharp edges an d prot rusions w- th barrie r material conforming t o M I L..2 2 19 1. Ty pe 11.

W2 Items costed with a preservative shall be wrapped with barrier material conformning to
MIL-B.22191, Type 11 and secured with pressure sensitive tape.

3. No bag required.
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-~~ *. APPonI A=-Cantinued --

8115 CLA

MIL-STD-726 Code MIL..P-116
Dash No. Table I Ic Method of Presrvation

-5 FY I

P
I. Pins, knobs and other sharp protrusions shall be protected with caps. p145I, connector covers,
rigid foam plastic (MIL.P.265 14) or Fiberboard (PPP.F.320).

2. No bag Is required.
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Appendix A--Contiue~d PjW CLS

MIL-STD-726 Code MIL-P-11B
Dash No. Table lI c Method of Presevation

-6 GA IA-8
mlectouatic

Free

i4 1. Pins, knobs, keads, terminals and other sharp prolrusions shall be protected with noncorrosive~a1and electrostatic free cap, plugs, connector covers, protective carriers or rigd foam plasic. meeting
the static teat requirements of MIL-D.81?OS. Lead and terminal configuration shall be maintained
as manufactured.

2. Cushion (complete coverage) with electrostatic tree cushioning material conforming to PPP-C-
18&47. Type Ill or other electrostatic free cushioning material certified 35 conforming to the
static electricity test requirements of PPP.C.1842, Type 11l. The cushioning shall be noncorrosive
and shall not flake, powder or shed. Loose fit types are prohibited.

J~. Ali items, appl) sufficient nUMbCT Of w.aps to) vlhtain stated cushioning thickness.

4. Use heat sealed aluminum foil lamnina and electrostatic free barrier bag conforming to Type 1.
Class F. Style I of MIL..i17.

5 Two sensitive electronic items labels of MIL.STD. 129 (2" x 2" or lessi as specified -*Or inter-
mnediate packages and twvo special cauition mnarkings are required - one of each on the baz and ):r
the Ifiberboard box. 1 tic special caution markings shall be as follows:

"CAUTION -- .L.- C jROSTATIC SUNSITIVI Dr-VICL: Remove eleztrostatiz pwoeaion
use or ii protected area. Rer ,,,,kagi,,,nrril for the uamwrviceal iem. See \.E
0046363 for protectv l.imng or testing mL'lsures for this itern".

.. ces(wiodes, transistors, integrated circutits and numroccrcuits)and.'or elect~onic nmodules. circu:,
and quifflni components in which ,oi_' state devices are incorporated.

WU
W

W

,'V.A HT:IoAIA nQshX, in To pca, ~ ~ AR* S1AND4R

C..APRMY-GL[ I inini'un CTube Storage and S9l6

Supg~si S 90363F , JLi11y 1977 1
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Appendix A -- Continued-

0110. SWP CLAM

MIL-STD-726 Code MIL-P*116
Dait No. Table I lic Method of Pirwsrvation

-7 GB 11C
Electmostatic

* 1. Pins, knobs, leads. terminals and other sharp protrusions shall be protected with noncorrosive
and electrostatic free caps, plugs, connector covers, protective carriers or rigid foam plastic meeting
the static test requirements of MIL-B8 81705. Lead and terminal configuration shall be maintained
as manufactured.

2.Cushion (complete coverage) with electrostatic free cushioning material cnomn oPPC
1342, Type III or other electrostatic free cushioning material certified 3Cofrito the.C

staic lecrictytest requirements of PPP.C.1842, Type Ill. The cushioning shall be noncorrosive
and shall not flake, powder or shed. Loose fill types are prohibited.

3. All items, apply sufficient number of wraps to obtain stated cushioning thickness.

4. Desiccant shall conform to MIL-3464, Type 11.

5. Use heat sealed aluminum foil lamina and electrostatic free barrier bag conforming to Type 1.
Class F, Style I of MlL.-I- 17.

.Two scitsitive electronic itemns labels oIf MIL.STO-129 (2" x 2" or tessi as specified ;,'r inter-
mediate packages and two special caution markings .ire required - one of each on the bac and on
the fiberboard box. ,lie special caution markings shall bc. as follows,

At AL'fON Lt'I ()c I ATIC SENSlTlN'LI DEV'ICE: Remove electrostatic PrOteIC 1I' 3V
Use OF in protected aic.- Reuse packaging nmaterials for lte unser' iceable item. See N XVSI k
(1D46363 for protective handling or testing measures for this itemn-.

Z \ 0 I Use for Jicimi which are both electrost~ii awid electromagnetic sirisitive such as s.li sta~e

5: boards and equipment components in which solid state devices are incorporated,

E ~ ic dds rnitritgae icisadoircrut)ado lcrncmdl~ ic,

.~\i ' IwyfallCtslioning for Special, r LTR~ADR
Minimvn C7ube Storage aind r

~~~**-*~Limited Pk-cApplication.-

MS90363F:, ,July 1977
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- Appendix A.'-Contiriued-

FI~ Pf'CLAS

MIL-STD-726 Code MIL-P.11S
Dash No. Table I Ic Method of Prueratlon

-8 GC IC-1
Eletrostatic

Free

1. Pins, knobs, leads, terminals and other sharp protrusions shall be protected with noncrrosive
U. and electrostatic free caps, plugs, connector covers, protective carriers or rigid foam plastic meeting
p the static test requirements of MIL.3.B 1705. Lead and terminal configuration shall be maintained

* as manufactured.

rn 2.Cushion (complete coverage) with electrostatic free cushioning material conforming to PPP-C-
W1842. Type IIl or other electrostatic free cushioning material certified as conforming to the

static electricity test requirements of PPP.C.1842, Type 111. The cushioning shall be noncorrosive
and shall not flake, powder or shed. Loose fill types are prohibited.

3. AUl ite,,s, apply sufficient number of wraps to obtain stated cushioning thickness.

4. Use transparent electrostatic free barrier bag conformring to Type 1. Class A, Style 2 of
M I L.B-I 17.

5. Two sensitive electronic items labels of MIL-STD-! 2') (2" x 2" or less) as specified for inter-
mediate packages and two special caution markings are required - one of eac-h on the bag and on
thc~ tiberboard box. The special caution markings shall he as follows:

~CAUTION -FCTROSTATIC SENSITIVI DL VICE: Remove eleczrostatic protection at
Use or in proteCCk; i ca. Reuse packaging mate! f;i or the unsericeable item. See NAVSEA
0046363 ior piotective ii;nd'.jig or testing mcajarei for this itern

* f T for items which are electrostatic sensiti' irid are 110t ekctrornacnetic sensitive items
Whas solid stat,' devices (diodes. transisiors., iniegrated circuits and microcircuits) anid/or

elt, ''io!'duicS, circuit boards and equipmelit -nponcnts in whic:h solid state devices arc
W inc~orporated.

I IL

4 INEr$ ushioninn for Special, MIIAYTA AR
) .C's R~YG Mnimun Cunbe Storage and

_____ ~Limite'd Rctise Application.; 93

~~~ * urs:r. LS 90363F, .JulL 1977 1
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APPENDIX B

Equipment and Material Listing

Reference No.

1 Brush Pen Type Chart Recorder, Model 440

2 Keithley Solid State Electrometer, Model 610C w/2501
Static Detecting Head

3 Tektronix Storage Oscilloscope, Type R564B w/2A63

Differential Amplifier and 2B67 Time Base

4 Hewlett-Packard Oscilloscope Camera, Model 196A
(Wollensak 3', fl .9 lense) w/Polaroid 3000 speed film

5 Industrial Instruments Insulation Breakdown Test Set,
Model TS928 A/G w/5, 10, 25, 50 KV. output ranges

6 3M Company Static Meter, Model 701 w/5, 10, 20 KV.

ranges ()or(-

7 Zerostat Static Eliminator

8 Precision Scientific Co. Interval Timer

9 Airguide 1 umidity Indicator

10 Beckman Humi-Chek Precision Electronic Hygrometer
w/direct reading RH scaled 10 to 95% t 10

11 Atlantic Research Corp. Desomatic, Model CB-8

, 12 Vertrod Impulse Heat Sealer, w/15-inch bar seal cap.

13 Thermatron Corporation Environmental/Vibration Chamber,
ModLI F62-CHV-25-25-00, Chamber Volume - 4 1/2 ft. x
4 1/2 ft. x 3 ft. (60 cu. ft.)

14 Desiccant (Grade A silica gel) 560 units, consisting of:
0 68 - 4-unit bags (272 units)

17, - 16-unit bags (272 units)
2 - 8-unit bags (16 units)
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APPENDD( C

Tested Materials Listing

. Reference Letter*

A. Transparent, Open-Cell Cushioning Material, Hexagonal Shape,
Pink Color, Electrostatic Free; LAW PPP-C-1842. Antistatic property added

" in the form of a conductive surface layer over an extruded polyethylene resin.

B. Transparent Polyethylene Film, Pink Color, Electrostatic Free; IAWMIL-B-81705. A nonlamInated plastic sheet formed from a homogeneous

antistatic resin mix.

C. Transparent Polyethylene Film, Pink Color, Electrostatic Free.
*Antistatic property added in the form of a conductive surface layer over an

extruded polyethylene resin.

D. Opaque Electrically Conductive Polyolefin, Black Color. Volume
". conductivity achieved from carbon loading of the plastic resin.

E. Opaque Foil Laminate Barrier, Coated, Green Color, Electrostatic
Free. Unknown antistatic property additive.

F. Transparent Laminated Film, Gray Color, Electrostatic Free.
Laminate of polyethylene a:... polyester with the antistatic property achieved
with an outer coating of conductive nickel.

G. Opaque Thin Film Laminate, Silver Color, Electrostatic Free.
. Laminate of polyethylene and polyester with the antistatic property achieved

with a sandwiched layer of metal foil.

H. Conductive Corrugated Fiberboard. Conductivity achieved from
carbon loading of the surfaces of the fiberboard. Used in sleeve portion of
fast pack.

I. Standard Corrugateu Fiberboard. W5c fiberboard used in sleeve
portion of reusable fast pack container; NSN 8115-00-101-7647, 9 inches x
6 inches x 2 1/2 inches.

*Capital letters indicate either claimed or previously proven antistatic
properties inherent with the material.
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Appendix C--Continued

j. Convoluted Polyurethane. Used as standard cushioning media for
tested fast pack container. "-.1

k. Polyethylene Foam. Used as replacement cushioning media for tested
fast pack container.

1. Polystyrene Foam. Used as replacement cushioning media for tested
fast pack container.

m. Transparent Flexible Cellular Cushioning Material; IAW PPP-C-795.

n. Barrier Material, Greaseproofed; IAW MIL-B-121.

o. Barrier Material, Water-vaporproof; IAW MIL-B- 13 1.

p. Single-Faced Corrugated Wrapping; IAW PPP-P-291.

q. Single-Faced Corrugated Wrapping, w/Cohesive Properties.

r. Kraft Paper Wrapping; IAW UU-P-268.

s. Unicellular Polyethylene Foam, 1/16-inch thick sheet for pouches;
*- . IAW PPP-C-1752.

. t. Laminated Skin Packaging Film, Ionomer Resin/Nylon; for use in
automatic packaging machines.
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